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ABSTRACT

We show that the current data on hydrogen diffusion in Tantalum between
15K and S5OK and in Niobium between 13SK and 400K can be quantitatively
explained by the small polaron theory.
The experimental data can be understand assuming ground-state to ground-
state tunneling between intenttttal cites with tetrahedral symmetry plug an
activated contribution due to tunneling between excited states having octa-
hedral symmetry.
The break of the diffusivity curve at T n 250K follow* naturally. It evidences
the transition between the tetrahedral and octahedral hopping. For Ta the
second break of the diflusivity curve at T es 20K indicated the recovering of
the ground-state hopping with tetrahedral symmetry. Below T ta 10K for T»
and T a T K for Nb the diffusion coefficient becomes independent of T.
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I. Introduction
The quantum theory of diffusion for light impurities wai proposed for

the flrjt time by Flynn-Stoneham (FS) in 1970 / I / , as in adaptation of the
small polaron theory proposed by Holstein in 195© J2j.
It has been usual to use the adiabatic approximation for the decoupling of
the impurity movements from that of the metallic ions. This approximation
is not valid at high temperatures where the vibration of the metallic atoms
have to be considered.
Many studies have been done so far in order to clarify the role of the adiabatic
and/or the Condon aproximation /3-6/.
Lagos /T/ developed a general model by considering a tight binding approx-
imation for the impurity and going beyond the adiabatic approximation.
His expression for the diffusion coefficient is valid over all temperature range
and, making the appropiate approximations, it contains the results obtained
by other authors.
In this study we consider in essence the same approach as FS, that is the kdi-
abatic decoupling and Condon approximation. We introduce a better method
for the calculation of the transition probability per unit time and we consider
also transition between activated excited states.
Moreover, for the evaluation of sums over normal modes of the host phonons,
we use the Debye approximation. A more exact calculation of the diffusion
coefficient for H in Ta, using the exact normal modes, has been already pub-
lished j%j. The use of the Debye approximation permits the evaluation of
universal curves depending only on the lattice structure and on the symmetry
of the impurity.
From the point of view of our model we have a clear explanation of the slope
change in the normal Arrhenraa plot of the diffusion coefficient versus tem-
perature at the Debye temperature and we also succeded in explaining all
experimental measurements of the diffusivities of hydrogen in Ta and Nb.

II. Theory
The transition rate W for hopping between two intersttial sites is given by

(D
where J is the tunnel matrix element between the two sites and the sum ex-
tends over all phonon mode* q and branches j .
If the two sites hare the same symmetry,

The sum here runs over all N lattice sites, M is the mass of the host atoms,
Fn is the force which hydrogen exerts over the host atom located at RB. The
vectors RB are referred to the hydrogen position. A) is the vector which joins
the two interstitial sites involved in the transition. The polarization vector
corresponding to the mode q and branch j is indicated by e;(q).

The convergency of the integral in Eq. 1 requires the subintegrand goes to
zero at |l| ~> oo, then for \t\ > t0 the subintegrand function gives negligible
contribution to the integral. Assuming wDt0 << JT/2, where v>a is the Debye
frequency, the integral reduces to the fourier transform of a gaussian distri-
bution. The result reads /T,0/.

(3)

where E., the effective activation energy is given by:

. = \ «q • R J

The temperature function f(T) is defined as:

h

W

(5)

The condition of convergency of the integral (wott> << n/2) is given by

6 D indicates the Debye temperature. This same condition has been obtained
by Shie /10/ on the basts of a more rigorous calculation of the integral given
in Eq. 1. However the original idea to solve this integral is found in / l l / .
By using a model which consider only forces up to the first nearest neighbors
from the hydrogen position and an isotropic Debye model for the evaluation
of the sums over phonon modes we obtain /9 / :

q
(7)

\fl3aq/2 J '
for an impurity state with octahedral symmetry, and
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for the impurity aUte with tetrahedral symmetry. ( = © D / S T and a, =
0.82639, a, = 1.48413. The Debye mode is indicated by qD- The effective
activation energies are given by:

and

B'-7$r*a"

= ;u

(9)

(10)

F, and F, are the average forces which hydrogen exerts on all its nearest
neighbor host atoms.
The Figs. 1 and 2 show the temperature function* ft(T) and ft[T) as a func-
tion of T/eD. We note that both functions behave as f,(T) « f.(T) m T
at high temperatures, whereas at low temperatures they becomes indepen-
dent of T. Their values at T => OK are /,(0) = 0.37423ieD and /,(0) =
0.39089161,.
Within the Debye model the temperature function are universal curves de-
pending on T/&B and upon the symmetry of the wave function of the diffus-
ing particle,

m . Remit! and Discussion. In the preceding section we have intro-
duced the expression for the transition probability per unit time as a function
of temperature between two site* of equal symmetry. This expression is pro-
portional to the diffusion coefficient D(T). The transition rate depends on
the symmetry of the quantum state of the hydrogen, therefore the diffusion
coefficient for tetrahedral-tetrahedral hopping is given by:

(11)

where Df is the constant prefactor depending on the host metal and J, ft(T)
and E, are given by Eqs. 8,10 of the preceding section. Equally, for transi-
tions between states with octahedral symmetry, the diffusion coefficient reads:

D. = V?(/. exp (~j

Aa before Dj depends on the host metal and f,{T), E. are given by Eqs. 7,
9.
At low temperatures the potential in which the hydrogen diffuses is less fluc-
tuating, ita wave function begins to delocalize, therefore the probability of
diffusion by excited states is not negligible. Moreover in the extreme case
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of an strictly periodic potential the hydrogen impurity, in the adiabatic ap-
proximation, is described by a delocalized function (tike a Bloch electron).
This fact have to be considered by comparing the experimental data of the
diflusivities with the theory.
The experimental evidence indicated that hydrogen in bec metals mostly
occupies the interstitial sites with terahedral symmetry /12/, therefore we
assume that the ground state has tetrahedral symmetry (T state). Moreover
we also consider an excited state in which the wave function representing the
hydrogen impurity has octahedral symmetry. This excited state could be a
4T-state, in which the wave function is delocalized over the four tetrahedral
sites surrounding an octahedral site, or simply and O-state in which the wave
function has maximum amplitude in the octahedral site.
We consider the contribution of these two state* to the diffusion coefficient
D(T), which is then given as follows:

D{T) = [l - «p(-f^]~' (D,{T) + f>.(Dexp(-||)) , (13)
where D,{T) and D.[T) are given by Eqs. 11,12. AE is the energy difference
between hydrogen O-sUte and the T-atate.
It is important to mention that the inclusion of a thermal activated process
in the diffusion coefficient arising from the transition between two excited
states with octahedral symmetry, was the only way to fit all experimental
data. We have to stress that octahedral site means that the wave function of
the hydrogen impurity has octahedral symmetry and not necessarily that the
particle itself occupy the geometrical octahedral site. Therefore we cannot
decide whether the 4T-state or the O-atate represents the hydrogen in the
excited state.
The Figs. 2 and 3 show the measurements of the diffusion coefficient for hy-
drogen in Ta-bcc and in Nb-bcc at low concentrations. The continuous line
represents our theoretical fit using the Eq. 13 with the parameters given in
Table 1.
The values of the parameters for Ta given in the table 1 are only sightly mod-
ified if one uses the exact normal modes of the host phonons in the evaluation
of the functions f,(T) and f,(T), instead of the Debye approximation /£ / .
In the case of diffusion of H in Nb, the theory fits very well at) the experimen-
tal evidence, however we mias experiments in the low temperature regime.
The fit in the case of Ta is striking, the theoretical curve fit all experimental
points ranging from 1GK to 65OK. Although we have S adjustable parame-
ters, two of them, Df and E,, are determined in the cuaai lineal segment of
the experimental data around T » 8 o , Dj and E., are determined in the
cuasi lineal segment between 90K and 200K. AE determines the fit in the low
temperature region T < 30K. We noted that a good fit at low temperatures
is achieved only with a very accurate fit for higher temperatures.
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Within the framework of our model, the alope changes existing in the Arrhe-
nius plot for Ta-bcc around 200K and 1SK can be explained as follows: In
the regions T > 25OK and T < lfiK the main contribution to the diffusion
is tunneling among T states, the ground state. In the intermediate region,
20K < T < 200K the contribution of tunnel between the excited states with
octahedral symmetry is important. The slope change at T *» 200K is then
due to the transition between T-T hopping and O-O activated hopping. The
small contribution to the diffusion coefficient due to ground-state ground-
state transitions produces the other slope change at T n 1BK, below this
temperature the activated contribution is negligible.
Experimental data of the diffusivitiea of H in bcc Nb below T « 80K are
necessary, because this range is fundamental for understanding the diffusion
mechaniamus. Such measurements, to our knowledge, have been so far not
realized.
New experimental data below T es 10K should be of the great Interest. Ac-
cording to our model and with the parameter given in the Table 1 the diffusion
coefficient becomes independent of temperature at around T «* 10K for H in
Ta and at T n 7K for H in Nb.
At this point we have to mention that the tight binding model of Lagos /T/
doesn't contain explicitly the effect of the electron cloud surrounding the dif-
fusing proton. Therefore the model we use may be not valid in the very low
temperature region. For positive unions in Aluminum there is experimental
evidence of a T"°T behavior of the diffusion coefficient between 0.05K < T
< 2K /13/. This effect can be understood on a basis of a model of tunnel-
ing with energy dissipation through the screening electrons. Hondo /14/ has
made calculations of the transition rate W, by considering that the electrons
cannot follow the motion of the interstitial impurity adiabatically. Such ef-
fects may be also very important for H diffusion at very low temperature,
'probably in the mK region.
With the values of the effective activation energies, E, and E. in Ta bcc,
it is possible to estimate the average force which hydrogen exerts on its
neighboring host atoms. For the state with tetrahedral symmetry we get
Ft = 4-51 x 10~* |dynes| and for the state with octahedral symmetry F, =
1.33 x 10"4 |dynes|. This values are close to F, = 2.73 x 10** {dynes] and
Ft = 1.64 x 10~* [dynes] which were obtained using the lattice static theory,
considering first nearest neighbor interactions and using the experimental
valuea for the bulk modulus and the volume change AVjf » 2.8A* produced
per H atom in the host metal /15/.

IV. Conclusion*. On the basis of our model we summarize emphalixing
the following points;
The small polaron model combined with the adiabatic and Condon approx-
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imation allows for a quantitative understanding of the diffusion of hydrogen
in Ta and Nb.
The use of the Debye model for the evaluation of the sums over the phonons
normal modes is appropiate in the study of the hydrogen diffusion in metals.
The symmetry of the quantum state which represents the hydrogen impurity
is fundamental in the determination of the diffusion coefficient of H in metals.
In bcc Ta, in the temperature range 250K < T < 55OK, hydrogen diffuses
by means of transitions between states of tetrahedral symmetry, in the inter-
mediate region 20K < T < 200K hydrogen principally diffuses by means of
excited states with octahedral symmetry. Below T o 15K tha activated hop-
ping becomes negligible and the hopping between the ground state to ground
state dominates. Below T « 10K the diffusion coefficient is independent of
temperature.
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TABLE 1

Metal
Nb
Ta

BD{K)
275
240

4.2 x HT1

2.5 x 10~*

Z>,°
6.0 x 10-"
1.2 x 10~*

E.{meV)
41
54

E,{meV)
151
190

AE(mtV)
6

15.5

The units of EPt and £>f are

FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1.
Function temperature f(T) for imparities having tetrahedral and octahedral
symmetry in a bcc metal.

Figure 3.
Diffusion of hydrogen in Niobium, the full tine represents the theoretical
model of Eq. 13 with the parameters of Table 1. The experimental results
have been obtained by Messer et al /16/.

Figure S.
a) Diffusion of hydrogen in Tantalum, the full line represent the theoretical
curve of Eq. 13 with the parameters of Table 1. The experimental results
has been obtained by Qi et al /IT/.
b) Diffusion of hydrogen in Tantalum, the full line represent the theoretical
curve of Eq. 13 with the parameters of Table 1. The experimental results
has been obtained by Weidinger et al /IT/.
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